Authorized Representative Delegation

Date:
To:

Metro Water Recovery
6450 York Street
Denver, Colorado 80229-7499

RE:

Authorized Representative

As specified in Metro Water Recovery’s Rules and Regulations Section 6.16.1.6, I hereby
delegate the authority to sign and certify to all reports or information to the following, as
submitted by:

Dental Office Name

Name (of Delegated)

Title (of Delegated)

The above Delegated employee's signature on all correspondence is officially approved
by the owner/management of this company.
Authorized by:

Name (Print or type)

Title

Signature

Date

(Note: The corporation’s authorized representative may delegate signatory
requirements to as many individuals or positions as appropriate.)

6450 York St., Denver, CO 80229
Main: 303-286-3000 Fax: 303-286-3030
metrowaterrecovery.com

William J. "Mickey" Conway
Chief Executive Officer

Authorized Representative of Industrial User means
(a)

A responsible officer if the Industrial User is a corporation, specifically the
president, secretary, treasurer, or vice president in charge of principal
business activity or any other person who performs similar policy ordecision
making functions for the corporation, or the manager of one or more
manufacturing, production or operating facilities, provided, the manager is
authorized to make management decisions which govern the operation of the
regulated facility including having the explicit or implicit duty of making major
capital investment recommendations, and initiate and direct other
comprehensive measures to assure long-term environmental compliance with
environmental laws and regulations; can ensure that the necessary systems
are established or actions taken to gather complete and accurate information
for control mechanism requirements; and where authority to sign documents
has been assigned or delegated to the manager in accordance with corporate
procedures;

(b)

A general partner if the Industrial User is a partnership, or the proprietor if the
Industrial User is a sole proprietorship.

(c)

A duly authorized representative of the individual designated in (a) or (b)
having overall responsibility for the facility from which the wastewater
discharge originates if the authorization is made in writing.

(d)

A specific individual or position having responsibility for the overall operation
of the facility or overall responsibility for environmental matters for the facility
if the Industrial User is a governmental facility.

If an authorization under (c) above is no longer accurate because a different individual or
position has responsibility for the overall operation of the facility, or overall responsibility for
environmental matters for the company, a new authorization satisfying the requirements of
(c) must be submitted to Metro Water Recovery prior to or together with any reports to be
signed by an authorized representative.
(Note: The Corporation’s authorized representative may delegate signatory requirements to
as many individuals or positions as appropriate.)

